Photoassociation via reverse ladder transition controlled by two and four laser pulses is investigated using the time-dependent quantum wave packet method. The calculated results show that the amplitudes of the pulses have an enormous effect on the target population and total yield of association. For the target state with a high energy level, the population of background states can reduce the state-selectivity. Although, the total yield of association is decreased, the four pulses can induce the population transferring to low vibrational levels, and the state-selectivity of the target state is high.
The molecular reaction controlled by laser fields is an interesting and active subject of research [1] [2] [3] . Significant efforts have been focused on making and breaking molecular chemical bonds, i.e., photoassociation (PA) and photodissociation (PD). In the process of PA, a pair of collision atoms forms a molecule through absorbing or emitting photons when the suitable parameters of pulses are chosen. Many approaches are proposed to achieve the reaction of PA, such as the stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) technique [4] , coherent control with shaped laser pulses [5] , chirped laser pulses [6] , Feshbachoptimized photoassociation [7] , and spin-orbit induced photoassociation [8] . According to the distance of two collision atoms, the PA reaction can be divided into long-range PA ð20a 0 < R < 3000a 0 Þ and short-range PA ðR < 20a 0 Þ, where a 0 is the Bohr radius. For the long-range PA, the collision atoms with low collision energy mainly form alkali-metal molecules, such as Rb 2 , Cs 2 , Li 2 , Na 2 , LiRb, RbCs, NaCs, and LiCs [9] [10] [11] [12] . The short-range PA for alkali-metal molecules also has been studied both theoretically and experimentally [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The short-range PA with high energy collision has been proposed theoretically and its products include OH, HBr, HF, HI, and NaH [8, 18, 19] . In a PA reaction, the molecules in the ground electronic state can be produced in two-color laser pulses [20, 21] . There are two steps in this PA process: first, the collision atoms induced by a pump pulse form molecules in the excited electronic state, and then those product molecules are transferred to the ground electronic state induced by a dump pulse. A single pulse can also be employed to produce the molecules in the ground electronic state [22, 23] . In this process, the pulse induces the collision atoms emitting photons and transferring from continuum states to bound states through permanent dipole moment transition. Korolkov et al. [24] first proposed the PA reaction of OH molecules and the OH molecules in the state jν ¼ 15i were produced through the interaction of a permanent dipole moment and an infrared laser pulse. For a thermal gas of atoms, the PA reaction of OH molecules in the ground electronic state, which is induced by a single laser pulse, was investigated in the context of quantum optimal control theory [25] . The above studies were based on a onedimensional model (the rotational freedom degree is neglected). In the two-dimensional (2D) model, the probability of product molecules is obviously reduced [26] . The ladder transition usually takes place in the process of population manipulation [27] [28] [29] . This transition is composed of the initial, intermediate, and target states, and these three states satisfy the condition E 1 < E 2 < E 3 , where E 1 , E 2 , and E 3 are the eigenenergies of the initial, intermediate, and target states, respectively. These states are coupled by two or more pulses and the population can be transferred from an initial state in a low energy level to a target state in a high energy level.
In this Letter, we investigate the PA reaction of OH molecules in the 2D model by using the time-dependent quantum wave packet method which is an important tool for investigating the PA [24, 25, 30, 31] . The PA reaction is achieved through the reverse ladder transition, as shown in Fig. 1 
where Ψ ðR; θ; tÞ is the nuclear wave function. The molecular HamiltonianĤ mol is written aŝ
where θ is the angle between the laser electric field axis and the molecular axis, and R and m are the internuclear separation and the reduced mass, respectively. The potential energyV of the ground electronic state is described by the Morse potential function [24] . The field-molecule interaction H int is given byĤ int ¼ −εðtÞ cos θμðRÞ;
where μðRÞ is the permanent dipole moment function [24] . The electric field εðtÞ is obtained by sin 2 -shaped pulses
where E i , ω i , t i , and τ i are the electric field amplitude, carrier frequency, start time, and duration of the ith pulse, respectively. The split operator method [28, 32] is used to propagate the initial wave packet, which is described by the Gaussian wave packet [25, 26] . The initial position of the wave packet is optimized for a fixed start time of the first pulse at t ¼ 0 [24] , and the optimal position is 29.0 a 0 . Here, we assume that the angular momentum quantum number for the initial collision is j ¼ 0. The time-dependent population P ν;j of the rovibrational state can be calculated by projecting the time-dependent wave function Ψ ðtÞ on the eigenstate jν; ji. Calculating the sum of the populations on the bound states, we can obtain the total yield P tot of associated OH molecules.
For a PA reaction induced by a single pulse, the probability of the PA depends on the initial collision energy, the parameters of the pulse, and the rovibrational level of the target state. We have calculated the probability of the PA for different target states in a single pulse. The results show that the product molecules with a high probability can be obtained through 3-photon transition when the state j11; 1i is chosen as the target state. The corresponding collision energy is 9.89 kJ∕mol and the pulse parameters are chosen as: E 1 ¼ 322.96 MV∕cm, τ 1 ¼ 0.60 ps, t 1 ¼ 0 ps, and ω 1 ¼ 3580.09 cm −1 . The population P 11;1 and the total yield P tot are 0.297 and 0.351, respectively.
We choose the state j11; 1i as the intermediate state and employ the second pulse to induce the population transferring from the state j11; 1i to the target state j9; 0i, as shown in Fig. 1 . The reverse ladder transition is as follows:
The parameters of the second pulse are chosen as:
The two overlapping laser pulses and the timedependent population distributions are shown in Fig. 2 . When t > 0.15 ps, there is population in the state j16; 1i, which is induced by the first pulse, and the population then increases with time. When t > 0.35 ps, the population P 16;1 decreases with the increase of P 11;1 , which indicates that the population in the state j16; 1i is transferred to the state j11; 1i via the states j13; 0i and j13; 2i. Because there are large one-photon detunings of the first pulse from the transitions j16; 1i → j13; 0i and j16; 1i → j13; 2i, the populations occurring in the states j13; 0i and j13; 2i are very small. When t > 0.40 ps, the second pulse induces the population in the state j11; 1i transferring to the target state j9; 0i. As the two pulses are turned off, the populations P 9;0 and P tot are 0.224 and 0.344, and the state-selectivity is P 9;0 ∕P tot ¼ 65%. Besides the transition pathway [Eq. (5)], the two pulses can drive the other transitions, and a small amount of population is transferred to the background states, as shown in Fig. 2(c) , which reduces the state-selectivity.
The rovibrational population of the product molecules depends on the amplitudes of the pulses. The population variation with the amplitude E 1 is shown in Fig. 3(a) . It can be seen that the curves of the populations P 9;0 and P tot increase first and then decrease with the variation of amplitude. The maximal values of the two curves are both at about E 1 ¼ 325 MV∕cm. The time-dependent population distributions for E 1 ¼ 200 MV∕cm are shown in Fig. 3(b) . Because the amplitude E 1 in Fig. 3(b) is smaller than that in Fig. 2(b) , the total yield P tot is decreased. Moreover, the smaller amplitude E 1 can reduce the transition probability between the states j16; 1i and j11; 1i. Therefore, the final population of the target state j9; 0i is only 0.062 and about 15.8% of the population stays in the state j16; 1i. For E 1 ¼ 500 MV∕cm, P tot reaches the maximal value at t ¼ 0.36 ps and then decreases to 0.183, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . This indicates that part of the product molecules are dissociated again as the pulse amplitude is increased, which leads to the decrease in the total yield. Figure 4(a) shows the relation between the rovibrational population and the second pulse amplitude E 2 . It can be seen that the variation of P tot is not obvious, which indicates that the amplitude E 2 has a weak effect on the total yield. When E 2 increases from 10 MV∕cm to 140 MV∕cm, the target population P 9;0 increases with the decrease of the population P 11;1 . When E 2 > 140 MV∕cm, P 9;0 decreases from the maximal value to 0.064 and P 11;1 increases from nearly zero to 0.063. The populations P 16;1 and P 11;3 increase slowly with the variation of E 2 . The time-dependent population distributions for E 2 ¼ 10 MV∕cm and 250 MV∕cm are shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), respectively. When E 2 ¼ 10 MV∕cm, the intensity of the second pulse is weak and only a small amount of population can be transferred from the state j11; 1i to the state j9; 0i. As the two pulses are turned off, a large amount of population stays in the state j11; 1i and the population in the target state j9; 0i is nearly zero. When E 2 ¼ 250 MV∕cm, the intensity of the second pulse is strong and part of population in the state j9; 0i is excited to high rovibrational levels, which leads to the increase of the populations in the states j11; 1i and j16; 1i. The oscillation amplitudes of the population curves in Fig. 4(c) are larger than those in Fig. 4(b) . This indicates that the population transfer among the rovibrational levels is increased as the intensity of the second pulse increases. Therefore, about 6% of the population is transferred to the background state j11; 3i in Fig. 4(c) . Figure 5 is the PA reactions for the target states j8; 0i and j7; 0i in which the parameters of the first pulse are the same as in Fig. 2 . The state-selectivities for the states j8; 0i and j7; 0i are P 8;0 ∕P tot ¼ 82% and P 7;0 ∕P tot ¼ 83%, respectively. The total yields P tot in Fig. 5 are nearly the same as that in Fig. 2 , but the state-selectivities are increased. As the vibrational quantum number of the target state is decreased, the energy gaps of adjacent levels are increased, which can reduce the transition probability of the background states and increase the state-selectivity. Compared with Fig. 2 , the amplitudes and durations of the second pulses in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) are increased. For a transition between two bound levels in a single electric state, the transition probability is decreased with increasing the difference of vibrational quantum numbers between these two bound levels [33] . As the transition j11; 1i → j9; 0i is replaced by the transition j11; 1i → j8; 0i or j11; 1i → j7; 0i, the amplitude and duration of the second pulse have to be increased to maintain a high transition probability. Because the durations of the second pulses are increased, the overlapping regions of the two pulses in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) are smaller than that in Fig. 2(a) and the maximum populations for the intermediate state j11; 1i in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) are larger than that in Fig. 2(b) .
It can be seen from the above cases that the amplitude of the second pulse increases rapidly with the decrease of the vibrational quantum number of the target state.
To produce the molecules in a lower state, we employ four pulses and the PA reaction is achieved through three intermediate states. The reverse ladder transition is
The parameters of the first pulse are the same as in Fig. 2 Fig. 6(a) . Figure 6 (b) shows the process of PA reaction in four pulses. It can be seen that the populations of the three intermediate states increase first and then decrease in the proper order, which describes the process of the reverse ladder transition. The total yield in Fig. 6(b) decreases slowly, which indicates that the PA process is accompanied by the PD reaction. If the population is transferred to a lower vibrational level, the PD probability of the product molecules will be decreased [34] . So, the lower the vibrational level of the population is, the slower the decreasing speed of the curve P tot becomes, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . When the four pulses are turned off, the state-selectivity is 87%. It can be seen from the four target states j9; 0i, j8; 0i, j7; 0i, and j0; 0i that the state-selectivity is increased with the decrease of the vibrational quantum number of the target state.
In conclusion, the two and four laser pulses are respectively used to produce the OH molecules in four different target states through the reverse ladder transition. The calculated results show that two or more pulses can induce the population transferring from a high rovibrational state to a low rovibrational state via one or more intermediate states. For the PA reaction in two pulses, the population of the target state depends on the amplitudes of the two pulse. The first pulse amplitude has an obvious effect on the total yield, but the effect of the second pulse amplitude on the total yield is weak. As a high level is chosen as the target state, the transition probability of the background states is large and the state-selectivity of the target state is low. The total yield induced by four pulses is smaller than that induced by two pulses, but the product molecules in a low rovibrational level can be obtained in four pulses and the state-selectivity of the target state is high.
